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Non-Maxwellian electron velocity distribution functions comprised of a warm bulk population and a cold9

beam are directly measured during electron-only reconnection with a strong out-of-plane (guide) magnetic field10

in a laboratory plasma. Electron heating is localized to the separatrix and the electron temperature increases11

continuously along the separatrix. The measured gain in enthalpy flux is 70% of the incoming Poynting flux.12

The electron beams are oppositely directed on either side of the X-point and their velocities are comparable to,13

and scale with, the electron Alfvén speed. Particle-in-cell simulations are consistent with the measurements.14

The experimental results are consistent with, and go beyond, recent observations in the magnetosheath.15

Magnetic reconnection is a ubiquitous process that converts16

magnetic energy into thermal and kinetic energy of a plasma17

through the change of magnetic topology [1]. Although re-18

connection is responsible for various explosive phenomena at19

macroscopic scales, such as coronal mass ejections [2], geo-20

magnetic storms [3], relativistic jets [4] and sawtooth oscilla-21

tions in fusion plasmas [5–8], it is governed by processes at22

the microscopic, kinetic (the gyroradii of ions and electrons),23

scale [9]. Satellite missions [10–12] and simulations [13] have24

provided details of electron and ion velocity distribution func-25

tions (EVDFs and IVDFs) at the kinetic scale that have led to26

important insights into the physics of reconnection.27

Recently, Phan et al. [14] reported satellite observations of28

electron-only reconnection in Earth’s magnetosheath down-29

stream of a quasi-parallel bow shock, where Alfvénic electron30

jets in opposite directions on either side of an X-point pro-31

vided a “smoking-gun” signature of reconnection. Through-32

out the spacecraft trajectory through the magnetosheath, no33

Alfvénic ion jets associated with reconnection were observed.34

It was demonstrated in two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell35

(PIC) simulations that ions start to decouple from the re-36

connection process when the island-to-island system size ∆37

decreases below 40 times the ion kinetic scale [15]. The38

reconnection rate and electron outflow speed are signifi-39

cantly higher in 2D electron-only reconnection than in ion-40

coupled reconnection [15] and can be even higher in 3D41

[16]. Electron-only reconnection is thought to be impor-42

tant during the cascade of energy to kinetic scales in magne-43

tized plasma turbulence [17–21] and near collisonless shocks44

[22–24]. However, less is known about how energy conver-45

sion during electron-only reconnection differs from fully ion-46

coupled reconnection, which can be very different at electron47

scales than ion scales [25, 26]. Half the available magnetic en-48

ergy was measured to be converted into bulk electron kinetic49

energy and the other half was inferred to be converted into50

electron thermal energy, but no direct measurement of elec-51

tron heating was possible in the Phan et al. observations [14].52

No systematic observational or numerical study of heating in53

electron-only reconnection has been carried out to date.54

Bulk electron and ion heating at the kinetic scale have been55

reported in laboratory reconnection studies [27–29] through56

electrostatic probe [30] and spectroscopic [31] measurements57

that do not resolve EVDFs. Indirect [32, 33] and ex-situ [34,58

35] EVDF measurements have been reported in high-energy-59

density reconnection experiments. Fusion and heliospheric-60

relevant laboratory reconnection experiments have heretofore61

not directly measured VDFs at kinetic scales [36–38].62

In this letter, we present experimental measurements of63

electron heating and energization in a laboratory study of64

electron-only reconnection with normalized plasma param-65

eters comparable to those of the magnetosheath event [14].66

Unique to the present study is that direct measurements of67

EVDFs at electron kinetic scales are obtained in the PHAse68

Space MApping (PHASMA) device [39, 40]. Incoherent69

Thomson scattering (TS) [41] provides non-perturbative, lo-70

calized, direct EVDF measurements with sub-mm spatial res-71

olution (1/3 of the electron inertial length) and 10 ns temporal72

resolution (1/10 the transit time of the electron fluid through73

the electron diffusion region). The electron temperature Te74

found from the EVDFs implies the measured gain in elec-75

tron enthalpy flux is up to 70% of the incoming Poynting76

flux. In a first for a laboratory reconnection experiment, non-77

Maxwellian EVDFs with oppositely directed jet-like flow fea-78

tures are observed on either side of the X-point. The flows are79

0.6−1 times the expected outflow speed, the electron Alfvén80

speed VAe based on the reconnecting magnetic field strength81

Brecx. We conclude that these flows are signatures of bulk82

electron acceleration resulting from reconnection. The results83

are compared to 2D PIC simulations and the electron thermal84

energy gains are comparable to those in the experiment. We85

further compare our results to previous observations and ex-86

periments that inferred the energy partition during reconnec-87

tion. Our measurements provide confirmation that a signif-88

icantly higher fraction of incoming energy goes to electrons89

during electron-only reconnection.90

The experimental configuration for the reconnection study91

is similar to previous linear reconnection devices [42–44] and92

is shown in Fig. 1(a). Two 1-m long flux ropes (blue) are93
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FIG. 1. (a) The PHASMA experiment. Green arrows in the dashed
box show the incident ~ki and scattered ~ks wavevectors of TS; (b) Bias
current versus time for the two flux ropes; (c) Axial current den-
sity near the X-point with the error bars given by the color band;
(d) Emission light intensity recorded by the fast camera downstream
of the bias plate; (e,f) Reconnecting magnetic field topology (black
lines) and axial current density (colors) at t = 15 µs and 47 µs. Green
dots indicate locations of TS measurements. Magenta arrows denote
inflows (shorter open) and outflows (longer solid), suggesting push-
type (e) and pull-type (f) reconnection. The dotted rectangle is used
to calculate energy fluxes.

created by two plasma guns (left side) separated by a distance94

∆ = 60 mm along x. An argon plasma is drawn out of the guns95

with a bias potential applied between the gun and a conical96

anode (right side). The conical anode has a hole at its apex97

for diagnostic access. The two flux ropes interact, resulting in98

reconnection [45].99

The bias currents Ibias of the flux ropes versus time are plot-100

ted in Fig. 1(b). In contrast to previous experiments, the peak101

Ibias = 500 A is larger than the threshold current of the m = 1102

kink [39]. The larger bias currents increase the magnetic en-103

ergy available for reconnection. The discharges are kept kink-104

free with excellent shot-to-shot repeatability by shortening the105

pulse duration so it is comparable to or even shorter than the106

axial Alfvén time of 50 µs. Thus, reconnection ends well be-107

fore the kink can grow.108

The magnetic field B⊥ perpendicular to the axial (guide)109

field Bg is measured by scanning one magnetic probe array110

over many reproducible discharges [45, 46], yielding Brecx =111

FIG. 2. (a) EVDFs at x = 7 mm (black circles) and x = 1 mm (red
circles). The color bands show the measurement deviation. Solid
lines are Maxwellian fits while the vertical dashed lines are the ther-
mal speeds of each fit. (b) Te at the green dots in Fig. 1(f) at t = 47
µs. The black arrow is 1.8 δ from the X-point where the enthalpy
increase is calculated. The gray arrow is the location used for testing
the scaling of electron enthalpy increase with Brecx. (c) The variance
of Te along the separatrix obtained from a 2D PIC simulation

15 G and Bg = 375 G. The axial current density Jz is derived112

from ∇× B⊥/µ0, which is plotted around (x,y) = (3,−5)113

mm as a function of time in Fig. 1(c). Jz reverses direc-114

tion during two time periods, highlighted with gray shading115

in Fig. 1(b,c,d), during when Jz is opposite to the direction116

of the axial current of the flux ropes, a signature of recon-117

nection between the flux ropes [42]. The current sheet thick-118

ness δ ≈ 3 de, or 0.1ρs, where ρs =Cs/ωci is the ion gyrora-119

dius based on the ion sound speed Cs = [γkB(Te +Ti)/mi]
1/2,120

γ = 5/3 is the ratio of specific heats, kB is Boltzmann’s con-121

stant, Ti is the ion temperatures, mi is the ion mass, and ωci is122

the ion gyrofrequency based on the total magnetic field B. The123

duration of reconnection is around 20 µs, equivalent to about124

200 τ , where the transit time τ ∼ δ/Vin ' 0.1 µs, and the in-125

flow speed Vin ∼ 0.1 VAe, suggesting that steady-state recon-126

nection is likely achieved. Two intervals of increasing emis-127

sion light intensity recorded by a fast camera in Fig. 1(d) fol-128

low the two reconnection periods. Bursts of increased emis-129

sion do not appear during single flux rope experiments.130

Figure 1(e,f), shows the projections of magnetic field lines131

on the xy plane, overplotted on a 2D plot of Jz. These plots132

show a classic X-type topology of reconnection. During the133

early phase of the plasma pulse (t ∼ 15 µs, panel (e)), push-134

type reconnection occurs when the two flux ropes approach135

each other, as identified by the evolution of B⊥. The inflow136

and outflow are represented by the shorter open arrows and137

longer solid arrows, respectively. Pull-type reconnection [47]138

occurs later (t ' 47 µs, panel (f)) as the two flux ropes move139

apart. The reversed current in the inflow region, with different140

spatial profiles and temporal evolution than that around the X-141

point, is associated with eddy currents associated with single142

flux ropes [48].143

The plasma parameters for this experiment are summarized144

in the Supplement. We include analogous parameters for the145

magnetosheath electron-only reconnection event [14]. Here,146

ρs � de, a well-studied parameter regime in fusion and the147

heliosphere [8]. The system size ∆ is roughly 1.5 ρs, much148
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FIG. 3. (a-c) Reconnecting magnetic field topology (black lines) and
axial current density (colors) at t = 42±1 µs, 46±1 µs and 51±1 µs.
Solid circles, blank circles and solid stars denote the outflow, inflow
and separatrix regions, respectively. (d) Te measurements at x = 11
mm (red) and x = -12 mm (black) as a function of time. Yellow
shaded rectangles denote times corresponding to (a-c).

less than the 40 ρs scale necessary for the ions to fully cou-149

ple to the reconnection [15]. Moreover, the time scale of 20150

µs over which reconnection occurs is far smaller than the ion151

cyclotron time τci = 2π/ωci ∼ 70 µs, so the reconnection is152

electron-only. The mean free path for electron-ion collisions153

is about 13 mm (∼ 2 δ ) and the electron-ion collision time is154

0.02 µs (∼ 0.2 τ), so individual electrons transiting the current155

sheet experience few collisions, i.e., the plasma is marginally156

collisional at most.157

The electron temperature is obtained directly from EVDFs158

using the TS diagnostic as shown in Fig. 1(a). The EVDFs are159

measured along~k. The spatial resolution is 0.5 mm, sufficient160

to measure EVDFs at and below the electron inertial scale161

de = c/
√

nee2/meε0 ≈ 1.7 mm, where e and me are the elec-162

tron charge and mass, and electron density ne = 1×1019 m−3.163

Spatial scanning of the EVDF measurements is achieved by164

translating the plasma guns along x. EVDFs at x = 7 mm and165

x = 1 mm at t = 47 µs are plotted as black and red circles166

in Fig. 2(a). Each EVDF is an average of 40 laser shots at the167

same time in the discharge. The solid lines are Maxwellian fits168

to the EVDFs and the vertical dashed lines denote the thermal169

speeds vTe obtained from the fits. The relative uncertainty of170

Te measurements is < 10% (see the Supplement), so that the171

sub-eV changes observed in Te during reconnection are statis-172

tically significant.173

One entire separatrix is accessible by translating the plasma174

guns along x at t = 47 µs, shown by the green dots in Fig. 1(f).175

This allows us to investigate the spatial temperature profile176

in the region where heating is expected to be most prominent177

[49]. Figure 2(b) shows the electron temperature Te as a func-178

tion of x for these points. It increases from 2.6 eV around the179

X-point at x = 0 mm to 3.4 eV downstream of the separatrix180

in either direction, an increase of nearly 30%.181

Due to the natural rotation of the reconnection geometry as182

the flux ropes rotate, we measure EVDFs in different regions,183

including the separatrix, inflow and outflow regions, by fir-184

ing the TS diagnostic at different times. Figure 3(a-c) shows185

field line projections and axial current density at t = 42±1 µs,186

FIG. 4. Measured electron enthalpy density increase [γ/(γ −
1)]nekB∆Te versus (a) reconnecting magnetic enthalpy B2

recx/µ0 and
(b) ratio of guide field to reconnecting field Bg/Brecx.

46± 1 µs and 51± 1 µs, respectively. The x = 11 mm mea-187

surement, shown in red, is in the outflow region (solid circles188

in panels (a) and (c)) at t = 41 µs and 51 µs, and the separatrix189

region (solid star in panel (b)) at t = 47 µs. The x =−12 mm190

measurement begins in the inflow region (black open circle191

in panel (a)) at t = 42 µs and moves to the separatrix region192

(black solid stars in panels (b) and (c)) at t = 46 µs and 51 µs.193

The corresponding temporal evolution of Te obtained from194

measured EVDFs at these two points is shown in Fig. 3(d).195

The time ranges plotted in panels (a)-(c) are highlighted with196

yellow bands. The points during this period corresponding197

to those in the inflow and outflow regions reveal lower tem-198

peratures, while the points corresponding to the separatrices199

are sites of significant electron heating. This localized heat-200

ing around separatrices is consistent with previous work on201

reconnection with a finite Bg [26, 49].202

The electron heating ∆Te is evaluated by comparing the lo-203

cal electron temperature Te to the value in the inflow region204

[50]. From Fig. 3(d), we find Te = 2.7±0.1 eV in the inflow205

region and it peaks at Te = 3.5±0.1 eV around the separatrix.206

The measured electron temperature of Te = 3.0± 0.1 eV at207

1.8 δ = 9 mm downstream of the X-point is chosen to directly208

compare to the magnetosheath observations [14]. To compare209

to previous work on the energy partition, the ratio of the elec-210

tron enthalpy flux at this location to the incoming Poynting211

flux is [γ/(γ−1)]nekB∆Te/(B2
recx/µ0) = 70%. We assume the212

system is adiabatic because Bg is large and the distributions213

are close to Maxwellian.214

To investigate the relative importance of collisions in the215

conversion of magnetic to thermal energy, we consider the216

rectangle of thickness 2 δ = 10 mm and length 2 L = 20 mm217

around the X-point, the dotted rectangle in Fig 1(f). The col-218

lisional Ohmic heating power per unit length out of the recon-219

nection plane is estimated as POhmic = ηJ2
z (2δ · 2L) ∼ 0.03220

kW/m, where the Spitzer resistivity η is used and Jz near the221

X-point is used throughout the rectangle for simplicity. We222

compare this to the rate of electron enthalpy production per223

unit length in the out-of-plane direction, ∆H. We roughly es-224

timate its magnitude based on local ∆Te values, as our Te mea-225

surements are limited to a single separatrix and the heating on226

opposite separatrices is different in guide field reconnection227

[49]. Using the measured value 1.8 δ downstream for ∆Te,228

we find ∆H = [γ/(γ−1)]nekB∆Te(2δ ·2L)/τ ∼ 2 kW/m. The229
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FIG. 5. EVDFs for the Brecx = 15 G discharge showing oppositely
directed beams on either side of the X-point. (a) x = −3 mm (black
circles) and (b) x = 7 mm (red circles). Dashed lines are Maxwellian
fits for the bulk and beam and the solid line is their sum. The dotted
vertical lines denote speeds of VAe/2 and VAe. (c) EVDF measured
at x =−3 mm for the Brecx = 10 G discharge.

two-orders of magnitude difference between POhmic and ∆H230

suggests that, even allowing for possible underestimation of Jz231

and the use of the Spitzer prediction for η for a marginally col-232

lisional plasma, Ohmic heating is not the dominant process for233

magnetic to thermal energy conversion and that other kinetic-234

scale processes must be responsible for the energy conversion.235

Note the rate of magnetic enthalpy deposition per unit length236

in the out-of-plane direction (B2
recx/µ0) ·(2Vin ·2L) = 3 kW/m237

is large enough to account for the observed electron heating.238

To confirm that the released magnetic energy drives the239

electron heating, we vary Brecx from 10 to 20 G. Fig-240

ure 4(a) shows the electron enthalpy density increase [γ/(γ−241

1)]nekB∆Te a distance 1.8 δ from the X-point as a function242

of the reconnecting magnetic enthalpy density B2
recx/µ0. The243

dependence is linear, as expected if reconnection causes the244

heating [50], with a fitted slope of 0.8 (dashed line). Fig-245

ure 4(b) shows the change in electron enthalpy density versus246

the ratio of guide field to reconnecting field Bg/Brecx in the247

range of 10-25. Since the reconnection rate is largely indepen-248

dent of guide field [51, 52], the lack of dependence of electron249

heating on guide field is expected. This result is reproduced250

in our simulations (see the Supplement).251

During reconnection, we observe non-Maxwellian EVDFs252

with oppositely directed beams on either side of the X-point.253

Figure 5(a) shows the EVDF as a function of Vk, the veloc-254

ity component along~k, at x = −3 mm and t = 55 µs. ~k is255

at an angle of 22.5◦, as shown in Fig. 1(a,f), and is mostly256

in the outflow direction. There is a clear beam feature with257

a negative velocity. A composite fit, shown as the solid258

line, based on two Maxwellian EVDFs shown individually as259

dashed lines, reveals that the total EVDF is expressible as a260

combination of a nearly stationary, warm bulk electron pop-261

ulation and a colder, much less dense, electron beam at a ve-262

locity of Vk ' -440 km/s. The speed of the feature is close263

to VAe = 430 km/s. The electron beam has a relative den-264

sity of roughly nb
e ≈ 0.04ne and an electron temperature of265

T b
e ≈ 0.02eV = 0.01Te.266

Figure 5(b) shows the EVDF on the other side of the X-267

point at x = 7 mm. The EVDF also exhibits a beam feature268

but with Vk > 0. A fit to two Maxwellian distributions yields269

a flow feature speed of Vk = +210 km/s (half of VAe). To in-270

vestigate if this feature is a reconnection outflow jet, we show271

the EVDF from an experiment in which Brecx is reduced from272

15 G to 10 G in Fig. 5(c). The speed of the beam at the same273

location as Fig. 5(a) drops to -180 km/s as VAe drops to 280274

km/s. Thus, we measure oppositely directed electron beams at275

speeds (0.6−1)VAe near the X-point, which is strong evidence276

of bulk electron acceleration [14]. Further from the X-point,277

the outflow appears to be decelerated, possibly by closed field278

lines of the flux ropes or collisions.279

We compare the experimental results to 2D simulations us-280

ing the collisionless PIC code p3d [53] (see the Supplement281

for details) with a true electron to argon ion mass ratio, the282

same island separation ∆, and Bg/Brecx = 25. In the simu-283

lation, the heating happens in a narrow region of thickness284

' 1 mm ' 0.6 de ' 7 ρe and the heating increases with dis-285

tance from the X-point in excellent qualitative and reasonable286

quantitative agreement with the experiment. Relative to the287

temperature in the upstream region, ∆Te is up to 0.55 eV (see288

Fig. 2(c)), comparable to the experimental result of 0.8 eV.289

Interestingly, the simulations do not reproduce the measured290

EVDFs, suggesting the cause is manifestly 3D.291

In an experimental study with finite Bg and ∆ ' 5 ρs, Fox292

et al. [26] reported a similar electron heating structure, but293

the ratio of electron enthalpy flux to Poynting flux was much294

smaller, about 23% at 1.8 δ away from the X-point. Our mea-295

sured ratio of 70% is also considerably larger than the 14%296

reported by Yamada et al. [28] for zero guide field reconnec-297

tion. Thus, as expected [25], the conversion of energy at elec-298

tron scales is different than in ion coupled reconnection.299

In the magnetosheath electron-only reconnection study300

[14], 50% of the incoming B2
recx/µ0 appeared as kinetic en-301

ergy. The other 50% was assumed to appear as thermal energy302

because the associated temperature increase was too small to303

measure. The increase in Te in PHASMA is directly mea-304

sured. We also note the satellite observations of electron jets305

were based on asymmetries in the EVDFs at large velocities306

because instrumental effects prevented measurements at ve-307

locities comparable to VAe. In other magnetosheath studies in308

which electron velocities comparable to VAe are resolvable, a309

well-defined, cold, electron beam moving in the outflow direc-310

tion (reminiscent of the EVDFs observed in this experiment)311

is observed superimposed on a background electron popula-312

tion close to the separatrix [54].313
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